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New International Programs
Office Director Jen Cusham
encourages students to study
off-camp-
us. See more details
on page 2.
XL.
Football shuts out MacMurray
37-- 0, as intramural sports
begin to heat up. See all the
details on page 8.
Brian Frederico and Amy Braun
discuss the federal govern- -
'
ment's reaction to Hurricane
Katrina. See page 3.
The Student Government
Association's Cabinet responds
to the recent allegations ofAdam
Koenigsburg printed in the Voice
last week. See page 3 for the
scoop.
The Voice visits the Wayne
County Fair, finding animals,
locals, and, of course, food.
See page 4.
Campus art showcased this
week, including this statue
found outside Ebert Hall. See
the extended caption page 6.
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"You're being less forthcoming with this committee, than just about any
other person who has come before us." Senator Charles Schumer (D-NY- ),
on Chief Justice Nominee John Roberts
Students take
LeahKoontz
Chief Staff Writer
The College of Wooster health
insurance coverage has changed for
--students this year, and now any health
service done outside of the Student
Wellness Center will not be covered
by the College's medical plan.
"The plan is still a lot cheaper than
othef college's plans," Mindy
Albright, Registered Nurse at the
Wellness Center. For instance, the
Ortho Evra Patch is now up to $25 but
it costs a lot more at most pharmacies,
and the birth control pills and
'NuvaRings are. still only $12 a
month," Albright said.
'There is one change in that before
the insurance covered the 12 month
year and now there is one plan for the
academic year and one for over the
summer." The current fees are $210
for the academic year, and $ 105 for the
summer. . .
Albright said the College had to
raise prices because of inflating med-
ical prices nationwide. "A lot of us
wish we would have a national plan.
For international students, a lot of
times I tell them to get immunizations
before they come here because it will
probably be cheaper in their home
countries," she said.
r-
- Albright added that parents were
sent a brochure over the summer on
the changes in the health policy.
SGA vacancies filled
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Da Peng Hu "06 (left), Mike Prohaska "06 (middle) and
Stephanie Linich '08 (right) start of the first SGA meeting
(Photo by Caroline Hotra).
Erica Seng
Voice Staff Writer
With fresh faces filling the vacan-
cies in its ranks and new ideas in store,
the Student Government Association
(SGA) held its first meeting on
Wednesday, Sept. 14.
Elections were held on Thursday,
Sept. 8 for the remaining senate open-
ings and one cabinet position. The
new Secretary of Service is Christina
Rokakis "07. The four new first-ye- ar
senators are: Kabir Banerjee, Eric
Grinnell, Dierre Taylor and John
Williams. The new senators-at-lar- ge
are: David Adams '08, Melissa Bay '08,
Dave McNew '08, Nikki Nguyen '07,
Jeff Reed '09, Eric Roscoe '07, Arniko
Singh '09 and Sara Stinemetz '09.
A few of the basic goals for SGA
include updating their Web site and
creating a more updated calendar of
student organizations activities. Jason
Reed, secretary of diversity and cul-
ture, is working on the calendar.
Adams, who says he joined SGA
because he "just wanted to get more
involved in campus life and try to have
a more positive impact on the college
community in general," has specific
goals for the year. "The most impor-
tant of these is setting up a better sys-
tem of safe rides to people who live in
Williamsburg apartments.
"Some of my friends who live in the
apartments have late classes or other
such functions that require them to be
out late and walk home in the dark,
which can be very dangerous, especial-
ly for females."
Towards the end of the 2005 spring
semester, SGA attempted to better
acquaint itself with the student
Mindy Albright, Registered Nurse, inside the Longbrake Student Wellness Center (Photo by
Caroline Hotra).
Attached to it was a waiver, which if
signed and returned by the parents,
would allow the school to deduct the
cost of insurance from the tuition and
deny coverage to those students.
If parents did not send in the waiv-
er that said they did not want the cov-
erage, the enrolled students should fill
out their name on their Student
Medical Plan Information Card, also
organizations it sponsored. In order
to learn more about these groups
SGA appointed representatives that
would, upon invitation, attend the
meetings of these organizations to see
what each group actually needed.
Approximately nine different organi-
zations participated in this outreach
program.
"I thought that it was really suc-
cessful," said SGA President Mike
Prohaska '06. "I hope to continue the
program for this school year."
Kurt Holmes, dean of students, is
hosting the fourth annual SGA retreat
this weekend at his home, the purpose
of which is to brainstorm new ideas
and for SGA members to get to know
one another. .
Secretary of Security DaPeng Hu
'06 is in the process of reforming the
security on the Wooster campus. One
suggested reform is the creation of
security complaint forms for the stu-
dent body. Monday, Sept. 19 there will
be a security forum at the Lowry Pit
at 7:30 p.m. All interested people are
encouraged to attend.
The SGA has made tentative plans
to hold a leadership workshop on
campus based on surveys filled out by
the leaders of the various student
groups on campus. This workshop
will most likely consist of three ses-
sions with a total of five-to-s- ix work-
shops. Prohaska hopes these work-
shop will help groups "function more
effectively and to become stronger
and better."
Bob Rodda, director of Lowry
Center and Student Activities, Dottie
Collura, assistant director of student
activities and Caroline Buxton, associ--
See "SGA" page 2
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attached to the brochure, and keep it
with them at all times. This is impor-
tant because under the new policy, for
any outside health services, it is the
student's responsibility to file his or
her own health insurance claims. -
"Unless tuition went'up, this had to
happen," Albright said, "the co-p-ay is
still only $10 at Drug Mart for pre-
scriptions, but it's $100 of coverage
EPC to investigate, debate
changes in
Sara Taggart
News Editor
Junior Independent Study is the
one-semes-ter seminar that serves as a
preparatory prequel to the yearlong
Senior Independent Study that culmi-
nates the Wooster student experience
and college career. However, a study
done by the College of Wooster's
Education Policy Committee (EPC)
found that the Junior I S. might be
repeating those methods and aspects
of knowledge already gained in some
300-lev- el courses. To avoid this, EPC
proposed that some 300-lev-el courses
be recognized as equivalent to Junior
Independent Study.
After surveying the faculty work-
load of departments at the College, j
Shila Garg, dean of the faculty and
chair of the EPC, said, "It was very
clear that most departments rely on
the Junior I.S. colirse to teach their
majors the disciplinary tools and
methodologies for conducting
research."
Though the survey found that
departments viewed the Junior I.S.
experience as an essential building
block for the Senior thesis, Iain
Crawford, vice president for academic
affairs, said, "We also learned, howev-
er, that in some cases departments
felt that the work done in Junior I.S.
was being replicated by other cours-
es in their curriculum, so it made
sense to give departments the option
of either continuing with Junior I.S.
or using another course to achieve
the same goals."
Though it is not known yet which
departments would be implementing
this substitution, Garg said, "we do
not anticipate too many departments
eliminating the current model of
Junior I.S. and replacing it with a 300-lev-el
course."
According to Garg, careful thought
and consideration on the part of the
department faculty is required before,
a decision is made to allow a course to
act as a substitute for Junior I.S. Also,
once the department has elected to do
so, the substitution is first subject to
EPC approval, which will make sure
that the course(s) "meet the depart-
ment'sprogram's educational learn-
ing objectives for Junior Independent
Study".
Pending EPC approval, the course
will be listed in the Course Catalogue.
Once taken, the course will appear on
a student's transcript as .limior
per illness, and because the insurance
is still self-fund- ed by the College, they
have kept it down as much as possible."
Students now have a $150
deductible, which means that after the
first $J50 spent by the student, the
College's insurance will pay 80 per-
cent and the student will pay 20 per- -
See "Insurance" page 2
Junior I. S.
and Garg specifically noted that
"these substitutions cannot be made
by individual students or retroactively
implemented."
When asked if the transcript would'
show the course as both the 300-lev-el
completion as well as Junior I.S., Garg
said, "Each department will have to be
very specific about proposing a 300-lev- el
course as a substitution for
Junior I.S. I do not think one course
can double count ars a 300-lev-el course
as well as Junior I.S.
"The department and EPC will
have to make sure that it i reason-
able to expect a major to complete
the 300-lev- el requirements in addi-
tion to the I.S. substitute course
given the offerings of the depart-
ment."
Students had varying reactions to
the potential change. Fiona Stewart
'09 said, "I don't see anything wrong
with it, as long as it really is equal
to Junior I.S. and it still prepares
you for Senior I.S." Stewart added, "I
would personally opt to take a regu-
lar Junior I.S. for my major, because
it seems like it would give you more
freedom in your subject choice than if
you had to go along with a more
restrictive course curriculum."
Some students think part of the
tradition of the I.S. experience may --
be sacrificed by simply replacing that
part of the Wooster philosophy with ;
just another 300-lev-el course.
"I don't think it's a very good
idea," said Katie Strednak '06.
Having already gone through Junior
I.S., Strednak said, "I could see it
counting if there was some sort of
bigger research paper that was a
product of the class, maybe ... but
overall, I think an exchange like that
would shortchange the student in
the long run."
The tradition of Junior I.S., the
preparation for Senior I.S., would be
something hard to replace, according
to Stewart and Strednak "Junior I.S.
introduces you to the I.S. process,
boosting your confidence, while-offerin- g
you the opportunity to
research a topic of interest without
the pressure of a thesis," said
Strednak.
According to Garg, no department
as of yet has requested to make the
substitution. The only thing to do
now is wait and see if any depart-
ments decide to implement the
change, if Wooster's EPC decides to
then approve it, and if Wooster stu-
dent's decide to take advantage of it.
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CAMPUS
Wednesday lecture
addresses population,
environment issues
On Wednesday, Sept. 14 in the Lean
j Lecture room of Wishart Hall, Jim
Baird from the Izaak Walton League
and Marisa Rinkus from the National
Wildlife Federation led a lecture enti- -,
tied "Presentation on Population
Control as an Environmental Issue."
The College Democrats, Roots and
Shoots, and the Wooster Volunteer
Network helped Communication
Studies Professor Denise BostdorfT
bring Baird and Rinkus to campus to
.
speak on the issues of population
growth and sustainable resources.
According to the speaker, 98 per-
cent of current population growth
comes from developing countries, and
if everybody consumed resources at
the same rate as North Americans we
: would need four earths to sustain the
population.
Baird and Rinkus said they wanted
to educate on the relationship between
population growth and environmental
impacts, encourage programs aimed at
gender equity encouraging equal
access to education and economic
opportunities for women, and adv-
ocate for international family planning
organizations. Baird said this was a
timely topic because, "Contaminated
water kills more people each year than
handguns, tobacco, and landmines
combined." Rinkus added that 150
million women and S50 million cou-
ples per year want to use contracep-
tion but cannot access it.
Only .01 percent of America's for-
eign aid is nonmilitary and only .02
percent of that is designated for inter-
national family planning. Rinkus said,
i
"Funding is hard to get because
Americans think we give more than
we do; the funding is buried in appro-
priations bills, the controversy over
abortion clouds the fact that family
planning prevents abortions and leg--(
islators don't hear from 'average'
Americans.", ,
Rinkus specifically urged students
to take action by contacting the White
House at 202-456-14- 14 in order to
support the Millennium Development
Goals. She also advocated asking your
Member in the House to support
House Congressional Resolution 172.
v
Resolution 172 is bi-part- isan and sup--,
ports U.S. leadership in efforts to alle-
viate global poverty and promote sus-
tainable international development.
According to BostdorfT, Baird and
Rinkus had lunch with First Year
Seminars taught by Dean Fraga and
Rick Lehtinen in the Biology
Department, visited classes on
Science, Gender and the Environment
by Lori Bettison-Varg- a and Chuck
Hammer, and lectured in a class on
social problems taught by Orlee
Hauser.
Shawn Sweeney '06, president of
Roots and Shoots, said, "We wanted to
sponsor this event because this is what
we're about - human quality of life
and the environment."
Chtif Staff Writer Leah Koontz
contributed this report
Luce son dies at 80
College emeritus life trustee Henry
Luce III passed away at his home on
Fishers Island, N.Y. on Sept. 7. He was
80 years old.
Luce, the eldest son of Time, Inc.
founder Henry R. Luce', also held
prominent positions in his father's
media empire. His philanthropic
efforts brought to the College of
Wooster the construction of a resi-
dence hall completed in 1990 (Luce
Hall), the principal gift for which
came from the Henry Luce
Foundation.
Luce chaired the Academic Affairs
Committee of the Board of Trustees
from 1991 until his retirement in
1999.
1
In the Hurricane Katrina story
appearing in last week's News section,
r Liz Miller should have been credited
with additional reporting.
An editor erred.
While w strive for excellence at
the Voice, journalism is a human
process, and therefore mistakes are
often made.
If you notice a mistake, notify us.
Send corrections via e-m-ail to the edi-
tors at voicfuooster.edu .
Cushman fills long-standi-ng vacancy
j oil
New Director of IPO Jen Cusham in her office (Photo by
Caroline Hotra).
Dylan Laurion
Voice Staff Writer
A special community exists within
the student body at the College of
Wooster. Although many members of
this group may not recognize them-
selves as such, these students walk the
campus, generally unaware of their
uniqueness. This group' is the mem-
bers of the College community who
have ventured out and taken the oppor-
tunity to travel abroad.
The College of Wooster offers and
.
encourages a very beneficial and popu-
lar opportunity to study abroad in a
multitude of countries. Open mainly
to sophomores and juniors, the study
abroad program is handled by the
International Programs Office (IPO)
and is geared to help educate and pro- -
vide opportunities of growth for stu- -
New health
of Wellness changes
Insurance
continued from p. 1
cent of any additional costs. There are
certain legal exclusions as to what can
.be covered, all clearly outlined in the
brochure sent home and also available
at http:www.wooster.eduhealth. i
Some of the exclusions include eye "
care and dental treatment, expenses
due to voluntary narcotic use including
alcohol, and so on. This new policy
especially affects athletes. If a student
athlete has heaJkhJnsurance through
their family, the private insurance is
expected to pick up the cost of an
injury before the College steps in to
help. If the student does not have cov-
erage of their own, there is a cap of
$1,480 per injury through the
College's insurance. If there are still
costs after the student's private insur-
ance and College insurance have been
exhausted, the NCAA Varsity Sports
Intercollegiate Insurance Plan may
pay up to $75,000.
Will Morrison'07, a member of the
College's tennis team, said, "The ten- -.
nis team had a meeting with Tom
Love about the health insurance. He
just pretty much said that our policy
was still better than other Division III
schools, but it just got to be too
expensive for the College. The tennis
members aren't concerned as a team;
we're not a sport where people nor-
mally get rushed to the hospital or
anything. The football or basketball
teams might have more concerns, but
I get my immunizations and physicals
and all that at home, so the new policy
hasn't affected me personally."
Lisa Fellows '06 feels that as an
intramural soccer athlete with a hurt
knee, intramural athletes may get the
short end of the stick when it comes
to health care at the College. "The
Wellness Center told me to set up an
appointment at the training center in
the PEC but I've called and I haven't
gotten an answer. I think it may have
been handled differently if I was a
varsity athlete."
Counseling policy has also changed
in that only the first ten sessions are
free. The fee for any additional ses-
sions is yet to be decided. The admin-
istration wanted the Wellness Center
to charge the full community rate
after the first ten sessions, which
would be $80 to $1 10 an hour.
Howevet, the counselors at the
Wellness Center (Jan Hamill, Ray
Tucker and Mike Malmon-Ber- g) have
submitted a proposal that went
through Nancy Anderson and then to
Kurt Holmes asking that the lltli to
the 15th session cost $10, and that
every session after 16 cost $20. Also,
students would be able to pay with
their C.O.W. card or cash, so the bill
would not automatically be sent home
dents by offering exciting experiences
studying internationally.
The IPO is also responsible as stated
on the homepage of their website for,
"PromotQng international events on
campus, advising students on inter-
national opportunities and facilities,
both domestically and abroad."
Students who participate in this pro-
gram have varying majors and go
abroad for different reasons. The num-
ber of students participating in the
abroad program is steadily growing as
new students, and occasionally former
study abroad students, depart on
adventures to places foreign and
domestic. '
The experiences are unique, and
there are hardly two stories which are
identical, but there is a common
remark among students who have par--
ticipated in the program, appropriately
policy part
"Unless tuition went
up, this had to happen."
MindyAlbright, R.K.
longbrake student i
Wellness Center
to parents.
Malmon-Ber- g said the proposal was
turned in a few weeks ago and that
thus far there has been no feedback
from the administration. Malmon-Ber- g
said that charging the full com-
munity rate would be problematic for
a number of reasons.
"For one, not everybody has good
coverage," he said. "Also, even for the
.half of the students here who have
coverage through the College, it only
pays 50 percent for counseling so they
would still be looking at $40 to $55 a
session. Even without pressing issues
every week, the continuity of counsel-
ing is extremely important for some
students, and some would literally
drop out of school if they could no
longer receive counseling.
"Also, mental conditions require
labels for insurance, so in the future it
may be hard for students who are cur-
rently receiving counseling to get out-
side insurance because they will be
diagnosed as having a preexisting
condition. Also, you have parents find-
ing out now and that can create more
problems, and may be part of the rea-
son why the students are coming in
the first place."
Malmon-Ber- g said that until he
hears back from the administration on
the proposal, he would not be collect-
ing money from students after their
first ten sessions. Malmon-Ber- g said,
"I don't want students to not come in
because of this, or to stop coming in
now if they feel they are getting
something out of counseling just
because they want to save their ten
free sessions for if they really need
them later. Once money is in the situ-
ation it causes people to reevaluate the
importance, and so you may lose some
people who are on the borderline."
Malmon-Ber- g said that the average
number of times the same person
comes in per academic year is six, and
that 250 to 300 students seek counsel-
ing at least once during an academic
year, w ith an increase in the number of
students seeking help between Nov. 1
and the end of the first semester. ,
If a student needs to make a claim
on their student insurance policy, the
claim should be submitted to:
Commercial Travelers Mutual
Insurance Company, Special Risk
Claims, 70 Genesee Street, Utica, NY
13502. For more information, call
Acordia at 1-800-- 228-6768.
summarized by Heather Yomboro '07,
"the study abroad program proyided a
great way for me to escape, and also
allows for students, certainly myself, to
broaden horizons."
There is much to be learned from the
experiences of these adventurous stu-
dents. In regards to planning, one for-
mer study abroad student offered the
tip to "look at programs for the spring
semester; that way, you can have the
summer to unwind and adjust from the
amazing experience of going abroad."
Another student strongly suggested
that study abroad hopefuls remain up
to date on the paperwork stating,
"Procrastination in regards to paper
work can cause major problems in get-
ting approved for the abroad program."
With varying experiences in many
different countries from Kenya to
China, students will leave the comfort-
able setting of Wooster, Ohio and gain
a remarkable traveling experience,
often for the first time.
Dr. Jenifer Cusham, formerly of
Beloit College, will fill the vacancy
made by the departure of Rose
Faulkner in the Fall of 2004. For stu-
dents interested in the program go to
the program's Web page at
www.wooster.eduipo.
For students interested in going
abroad spring semester the deadline is
Oct. 1; questions regarding the pro-
gram can be answered by visiting the
Web site, or by making an appointment
at the IPO office, located in Babcock
107. The IPO is open 9-- 5 p.m. and can
be reached at 330-263-254- 9.
Facultyprofiles continue
Eleanor Ennis
News Editor
Every week the Voice will highlight
on the new faculty members of these
fifteen departmehts.This week
Communication Studies and Religious
Studies are featured.
Communication Studies
Shawn Batt, Ph.D.
Batt, Visiting Professor . of
Communication Studies is prginially
from Sonoma, California, and earned
both a M.A. and a Ph.D. from the
University of Southern California.
Before coming to Wooster, Batt taught
for five years in the Department of
Communication at the University of
the Pacific and directed the speech and
debate program there.
This year, Batt will be teaching
COMM 111: Introduction to
Communication Studies and COMM
152: Public Speaking.
"His research interests include rheto-
ric, public argument, ethics, and online
political communication," said Dr.
Michelle Johnson, Associate Professor
of Communication. Batt said he also
likes, "design and innovation."
In an e-m-ail received by the Voice,
Batt released a brief that will be post-
ed on the Communication Department
Web site that said, "his dissertation,
titled, "The Ethical Criticism of
Public Deliberation: An Analysis of
the Moral Rhetoric of educatidh
Reform," explored how experts affect
public debate about moral issues like
schooling, (hint: experts can do a lot of
damage)."
Having recently moved to East
Lansing, Michigan with his wife, Nicole
and four year-ol- d daughter, Katrina,
Batt stays in Wooster only during the
weekdays.
"I'll probably do more things on cam-
pus than I normally would since I am
staying here during the week alone and
can't just work all the time," said Batt.
"A more important priority is to
enjoy his time visiting the College of
Wooster, getting to know his col-
leagues, and supporting his advisees in
their I.S. work," the brief states.
When not teaching, Batt enjoys,
"bicycling and underwater hockey for
exercise," and according to the brief,
Here 's your ticket to the Sixties
and some grooyy savings
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SGA sets
goals and
agendas
SGA
continued from p. 1
ate dean of students are a few of the
individuals who plan to present at this
workshop. Potential topics include
how to recruit new members, friendli-
ness to diversity, Web site design, and
campus policies.
" This summer Charlie Smitt, student
government president at Denizen
University, contacted the College of
Wooster and suggested a Summit of
Student Leaders. This potential sum-
mit would include numerous colleges
and universities from the region in
order to brainstorm and share ideas.
"The cabinet seemed interested in
the idea," said Prohaska. "But the rest
lies in the Senate." This summit
would most likely take place at the end
of October.
The SGA has its work cut out for it
this semester. Many of the changes
that it hopes to implement will take
much time and effort.
Student Governemnt Association
meetings take place weekly on
Wednesday nights at 7 p.m. in Babcock
Dining Hall. Meetings are open to the
public.
'Batt keeps thinking he'll get over to
check out the table tennis club. He has a
couple of ideas for SCUBA trips this
year and also has a few things to finish
up with a recent kitchen remodel at
home." ' -
Batt also said, "I like most games, if :
I get the chance, but tend to make exer-ri- se
my priority after work and family." '.
Religious Studies
. Patricia Mumme, Ph.D.
Mumme, who earned" an undergrad- -.
uateBAirom Wake.FprestUniversity
in Virginia, and her "doctorate from the
University of Pennsylvania, is one-ye- ar
Visiting Assistant Professor," said
Charles Kammer, Professor of
Religious Studies.
Mumme, which is pronounced like,
"mom-mee-
." has taught at the college
on several occasions in the past,"
Kammer said, after being an adjunct
visiting professor last year. This Fall,
Mumme said she is, "teaching courses
in World Religions, Islam and the
Bible."
.
Kammer adds, "Her work is in the
area of comparative religions with spe-
cial expertise in Hinduism."
"Dr. Mumme did her field work for
her Ph. D. in India and so brings that
whole cultural background into her
classroom. She is also highly conver-
sant in the nonviolence of Gandhi and
brings a personal commitment to a
more just, peaceful and sustainable
world," said Kammer.
She currently lives in Alexandria,
Ohio where she, "runs an organic
market garden business there during
the summer, providing pesticide-fre-e
produce to 25 families in a Community
Supported Agriculture arrangement
(CSA)," Mumme said, and,
"for a number of years, has been
engaged in accompanying the environ-
mental movement."
You may have heard the name before
if you are familiar with names at other
Ohio undergraduate schools; Mumme
has also taught at Kenyon Wittenburg
.
and Ohio State Univeristy-Mansfie- ld
and OSU-Newa- rk in recent years.
In additon to all she brings to the
department, Kammer adds, "she is
someone who integrates belief and
action in her life and challenges others
to do the same."
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Don't trash campus
Last weekend, we were reminded
yet again that some wooster students
like to get drunk and knock things
over. Nice work, gentlemen. We're all
duly impressedThe sight of a
garbage can on its side, its contents
strewn across the ground, is nothing
unusual at Wooster. And the Voice
has pointed out the stupidity of this
behavior before. But it is such an
immature and thoughtless act that we
feel compelled to mention it again.
Here's the deal: when you knock
over a garbage can, you do several
things. You create a disgusting job for
the grounds crew, You inconvenience
your fellow students, also you prove
yourself self-center-ed, uninteresting,
brutish and generally vile.
You also demonstrate your
cal strength, who do you think is
impressed? The members of the
grounds crew who pick up sticky
beer cans, greasy pizza boxes and ,.
the rest of your waste on Sunday
morning?
Members of the community who
stroll through campus and judge all
Wooster students according to your
behavior. You impress no one. You
irritate everyone. Get over
Water loss not '.cool"
Last week, some students received
an e-m-ail from the housing office
informing them of the plans for con-
struction etween Armington and
Stevenson Hall. It was mentioned
somewhere at the bottom of that e-m- ail
that students in Armington
would be without water for three
' days: There are a few problematic
VJ
'aspects this'planv Firstl'ho arrange-
ments have been made to accommo-
date the students in Armington for
those three days. Perhaps a few facul-
ty members would like to offer their
showers for student use. It is also
unfortunate that the Resident
Assistants and Resident Directors
were not made aware of the situation
before the ofher students found out.
The e-m-ail instructed residents who
' ' had questions to contact their RA or
' RDi however; the'se 'students found'
their housing staff knew no more
than they did.
Recycle technology on campus
On Monday, I put a notice in WHN
about an elderly Mac Powerbook I
was willing to give away. I fully
expected nobody would really want
such a dinosaur.
In fact, I received over fifty
inquiries. Last May, the College auc-
tioned off something like eighty
Macs, all of them much newer than
mine, to a sparse collection of buyers
who ended up paying something like
$25-3-0 for each machine. My ques-
tion: if that kind of need for old com-
puters exists locally, why did the
College sell so many of them to out-
siders for such a pittance when it
could just as well have given them
away to Wooster students who obvi-
ously, really needed them?
Daniel F. Calhoun,
Professor of History Emeritus
SGA responds regarding cards
In regard to Adam Koenigsberg's
article "Discount cards should be first
on SGA agenda" from Sept. 9, 2005,
we, the SGA cabinet, feel that a
response is warranted. While Adam
has served on SGA in the past, he is
not a current member, and, as such,
he does not know the details of the
meetings that have taken place this
year. His overly critical article is not
only uncalled for, but also factually
inaccurate and slanderous.
One of his false claims stands
above the rest. Adam states, "SGA
just can't get it together." While one
hopes that he is only referring to the
discount cards, even that claim is
untrue. We have the cards and we are
distributing them this week in Lowry,
as you likely know. This was the plan
before Adam's slanderous claims were
ever voiced.
Adam's false information about the
cards could have arisen from him only
talking to former members, despite
the current cabinet being more than
willing to share this information. As
early as the first week of school,
many members of SGA were excited
about the cards and used the project
to encourage students to become
involved.
While the cards are exciting new
additions for students, Adam's claims
that we have cost businesses money
seem to be erroneous if not com-
pletely fabricated. Most students buy
items for school before arriving in
Wooster or shop regardless of
whether they received a discount or
not. Few of the cooperating vendors
would have even benefited from the
"beginning of the school rush" due to
the nature of their business.
Many of the vendors are offering
discounts on everyday commodities
such as food. Furthermore, it was not
the intent that students would have
the cards prior to arriving at
Wooster. Such measures would waste
money and resources in mailing.
The rising tension between the col-
lege and the city is of concern to
SGA, however, our priority has been
and will remain the students. Rather
than worrying about the city, we
worry about students first so we can
bring those advantages such as the
discount cards.
The SGA Cabinet
The Voice welcomes letters to the editor,
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the Voice by
5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. The Voice
reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
Please send letters via e-m-ail to voiceviewpointswooster.edu or by hard
mail to C--31 87, The Wooster Voice, College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691.
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Comments on Katrina
Leaders must be
held accountable
The "advancement" of a civilization can be
described as how close its people live to the edge - the
tipping point at which a formerly stable, organized
society collapses into chaos. Given this definition,
America lives about as far from the edge as one can
get, in theory.
The recent disaster in New Orleans has made it
glaringly evident to anyone with a rational faculty
amybraun
that we live closer to the edge
than we think.
What occurred there is tragic,
but for different reasons than
many acknowledge. New Orleans
was constructed in a basin below
sea-lev- el. We've always known
this, and for centuries scientists
have marveled at the fact that a .
hurricane had not yet destroyed it.
This, did not come out of nowhere, no matter what
anyone, especially those at fault, will have you believe.
Foresight and adaptability are our only defenses' ii "'
human beings, and those in charge have been using nei-
ther. Natural disasters inevitably occur, and it is up to us
to prepare for them by making intelligent use of
resources and strategy to minimize the damage caused
by forces out of our control.
"How is it a man can run for
president of the most powerful
nation in the world, and then
become indignant when someone
asks him to answer for his
actions?"
This current situation can only be classified as a man-ma- de
disaster. Our leaders screwed up, and thousands '
suffered as. a result. Watching the game of responsibility
hot-pota- to that members of every level of the govern-
ment have been playing makes me almost physically ill.
When we boil down our political system in the heat
of a crisis, is this whatiis left? Interesting, that they
can tell me who I can't marry and which parts of sci-
ence I'm not allowed to learn in school but they can't
tell me what to do when my house is underwater and I
have no food.
Perhaps I'm confused as to what the role of a govern-
ment is supposed to be, but I feel as though people are
slightly less concerned that two men are in love with
each other when martial law has been declared.
Where is the accountability? How is it a man can run
for president of the most powerful nation in the world,
and then become indignant when someone asks him to
answer for his actions?
What kind of nightmarish backward society do we
live in that "damage control" means the saving of repu-
tations and not the saving of lives? When our govern-
ment's reaction to a crisis is to cover its collective ass
and try to look busy until everything sorts itself out, we
are in trouble.
If this nation crumbles in the future, it will be by
default. It will be because no one was willing to step up
and acknowledge that the things we do (or do not do)
have consequences and that issues like this one must be
dealt with for our own survival, regardless of whose job
it is or who is to blame.
"I didn't expect it" isn't an excuse. "It wasn't my job"
isn't justification. It still happened. In Ayn Rand's
words, "We can evade reality, but we cannot evade the
consequences of evading reality."
I hope we've learned from this. I hope that the next
time something similar occurs, people care more about
being competent and effective than they do about
appearing to be competent and effective.
Floods, volcanic eruptions, hurricanes, and earth-
quakes are not considerate of our circumstances or for-
giving of our lack of preparedness..Knowing who to
fire after the scandal is not the same as knowing what to
do during the crisis. Because when it really hits the fan,
it won't matter who dropped the ball - it will only mat-
ter that it was dropped.
Amy Braun can be reached for comment at
abraun08wooster.edu
Bush took blame
that isn't all his
At the end of any disaster comes the fun and political-
ly charged race to play the blame game. The floodwaters
haven't yet receded and already fingers are being pointed
and, in some cases, rightly so. ,
President Bush has recently taken responsibility for
the federal government's failure to adequately provide
relief to the victims of Katrin.
New Orleans Mayor, Ray Nagin, and Louisiana
Governor Kathy Blanco were quick
to aggressively attack FEMA,
Mike Brown, and the Bush admin-
istration for its sluggish response.
President Bush may have made a
mistake in selecting Michael
Brown to head FEMA. A Time
Magazine article did an investiga-
tion into Brown's history and brianfrederico
found discrepancies in his legal .
profile and his official profile. (. , ,
' The article implied tnat Brown's resume might have
been' padded to give the illusion that he had more'"."
experience than he actually had. Brown resigned yes-
terday after being recalled by Secretary of Homeland
Security Chertoff. Vice Admiral Thad Allen of the
Coast Guard has temporarily assumed command of
the recovery effort.
"The President is willing to ...
accept the blame which is not
entirely his. In fact, the only
wrong I can cite the President on
is the poor choice in FEMA
directors." '
The government now is realizing that it has made an
error in its selection of a FEMA director and that the
response to the disaster was too slow. However,
President Bush has been urging federal groups to move
faster since Friday, Sept 2nd. A group of Canadian
search-and-resc- ue team made it to New Orleans five
days before any US troops arrived.
"The results are not enough," Bush said that day. With
the firing of Mike Brown and Bush's willingness to
accept responsibility is a clear sign that the President is
willing to make changes to his administration and accept
the blame which is not entirely his. In fact, the only
wrong I can cite the President on is the poor choice in
FEMA directors.
But what about the lower levels of authority? If the
federal government is responsible for the protection of
citizens in disasters then what about state and local lev-
els? Mayor Nagin and Governor Blanco have a similar
duty to their people and, in fact, they should be first to
respond to the disaster and get the ball rolling while
awaiting federal assistance.
There's been a circulating photograph of rows upon
rows of submerged school buses. Nagin when asked in
an interview why those buses hadn't been employed to
shuttle people out of the city he dodged the question.
Later he claimed he couldn't find any drivers. Amtrak
claims it offered to help by offering trains in the area to
evacuate citizens but Nagin turned them down. An
empty 900-passeng- er train rolled out of New Orleans a
day before the storm struck. -
When Blanco was asked a similar question she
declared that it was not yet time to play the blame game
despite the fact that she had already rested blame in the
hands of the government.
Blanop has been blamed for slowing the arrival of
National Guard troops which allowed New Orleans to
descend into lawlessness. She has also been charged
with not requesting Federal aid faster.
Clearly the entire system failed completely with pro-
viding aid. While people starved, trapped on bridges,
politicians blamed one another. Now the President has
stepped up and taken the hit for the team. Unfortunately
it won't end there.
Now politicians have to brace for the rash of lawsuits
that are sure to" come and Mike Brown probably won't be
the last official to lose his job.
Brian Frederico can be reached for comment at '
, bfrederico09wooster.edu
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Coach Cline's Big Beer
welcome alternative to
Gillian Helwig
Voice Staff Writer
Listening to student conversation
and observing blank stares in food
lines, it's apparent that, for a lot of
people, Lowry, Kitt and Java Hut
become staggeringly less inspiring
with each passing day.
Most students, however, are con-
tent to complain while resigning to
yet another helping of chicken sticks,
not taking the time to explore other
Members of the campus and Wooster communities enjoy
specialty sandwiches at The'Shack. A hot spot since 1915, its
history lives on in names of specialties such as Coach
Schmitz's Bahama Mama. Starting next week, The Shack will
feature the Walking Taco (Photo by Jessica Marsh).
possibilities for mealtime options and
alternatives.
Located just next door to the
Gault Admissions Center on Pine
Street, The Shack is a seemingly
obvious dining alternative to the
standard swipe system.
Apparently, however, this is not the
case and students are unaware of an
understated venue.
"Not a many students come in,"
said Katie Snoddy, a waitress at the
restaurant. "We see a lot more pro-- "
fessors and families a lot of the
same people." '
According to The Shack's' owner
Gloria Mohr, business has not always
been this way.
."The Shack has been around 90
years, since 1915," she said. "It used
to be a big college hangout. It's
more of a family place now."
Featuresfindsfarm menagerie andfine
food at annual Wayne County Fair
Cory Smith
Managing Editor
1 Iere at the College of Wooster, the
students come from a vast array of
places, so it's no surprise that we are
all turned on by different things here.
To some, the city of Wooster is a
place out in the middle of nowhere
with nothing to offer besides a huge
Wal-Ma- rt and a mediocre outlet mall
that is certainly not within walking
distance of campus. But to others,
Wooster is a booming metropolis,
with everything from a BWs's to a
Tractor Supply Company.
The latter of these two would turn
some-Wooste- r students on because of
the correlation it brings between
Wooster and their own homes; I fall
into that category.
Yes, those typically surrounded by
wide open spaces and Cows are
reminded of. home by these sweet
findings, and one of these sweet
things happened last week in
Wooster the one and only Wayne
County Fair.
Some students are drawn to the fair
for the reminder of their own 4-- H
projects that they participated in
throughout their youth while others
are drawn because of their own fasc-
ination with country life. Whatever
the draw, most that attend the fair
find something that they love.
To me, the fair will always be a
showcase for prize farm animals. On
my trip, I was very pleased to
encounter many prize-winni- ng ani-
mals, from the Grand Champion
Market Hog to the yellow-ribbo- n
winning Charley the miniature horse
(that's best in show, for all you
novices out there). Young folks baby
these animals all year across Wayne
County in hopes of winning a prize
Despite having less student traffic,
the restaurant has noi lost its con-
nection to the College. According to
Mohr, it is frequently attended by
COW employees, professors and
their families.
The menu is unique to the College
as it features names of notable
Wooster personalities in certain
dishes, such as Coach Cline's Big
Beer Burger, the Coach Schmitz
Bahama Mama, Coach Moore's
Choice, and one of the most popular
menu items, the Coach Tarnow
Grilled Chicken Sandwich.
"I've had a lot of coaches request
to be on the menu," said Mohr.
Even though The Shack is already
successful with College employees
and community members, the owner
said that she would be interested in
working directly with the College in
a discount program of some kind to
promote student, traffic.
According to Jonathan Hartschuh
'07, SGA Vice-Preside- nt, The Shack
was one oTieusInesses the SGA
wanted to include in the new student
discount card program.
The organization, however, was
not responsible directly for contact-
ing businesses about the program
last year.
"We went through a third party,
Student Savings Club, and they were
the ones who actually contacted the
(irfWi m mmmh a. 1
Delicacies at the Wayne County Fair such as the deep fried
Twinkies and elephant ears pictured above attracted and
pleased the tastebuds of fair-goe- rs (Photo by Cory Smith).
ribbon for the good looks and charac- - '
teristics they' can help develop for
their animal throughout the year.
Still others are drawn to the fair for
the entertainment. When I stepped
out of the vehicle upon my arrival to
the fair, my ears were treated with a
rousing rendition of "Sweet Home
Alabama" by a cover band that
brought me right back to my youth,
sitting around in parking lots in the
back of pickup trucks shooting the
breeze and listening to bands like
Lynrd Skynrd and Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers. But bands are not all
the fair has to offer as far as enter-
tainment goes - there are games such
as "Wendy's Pig Race", don't ask, I
can't really explain it, and rides such
as the "Giant Fun Slide."
Most people are drawn' to the fair
for the delectable foods offered there.
On my own trip, my crew of people
partook in an entire range of "fair
Burger a
the Basics
businesses," he said. Hartschuh
assumes that The Shack received the
materials for the program last year.
"We certainly were interested in
them participating," he said.
Although the restaurant is not cur-
rently a part of the discount pro-
gram, Hartschuh said the SGA
would be receptive to their joining.
"At the end of the year, we will
likely go through a similar process to
the one we did last year to add more
businesses to the card," he said.
"They could join then, or they can
join during this year. They would
not be on the card itself, however
they would be listed on the website."
According to Hartschuh, aside
from joining the discount program,
The Shack could increase student
awareness in other ways.
"I think that both better advertis-
ing of their hours and work a little
on curb appeal. . .would attract a lot
more students," he said. "The best
advertising on campus is word of
mouth."
SGA President Michael Prohaska
'06, agreed.
"The best publicity is publicity that
talks. Just as students promote
Common Grounds, the Underground,
Scot Lanes and many other places as
great social hangouts, so should those
promoting The Shack," he said.
Mohr has reason to believe that
word of mouth publicity will start
picking up. This past week at the
Wayne County fair, she had several
students approach her, asking if The
Shack could offer the "walking taco,"
one of the items she sold at the fair.
According to the owner, due to
popular demand, The Shack will
start selling the -- 'walking taco",
which consists of a taco salad in a
Doritos bag. "Walking tacos" will be
on sale next week for $5.
"We will be very happy to have
student business," she said.
The Shack welcomes all1 business
and serves from a breakfast menu
between the hours of 7a.m.-lla.- m.
and from a lunch menu between
1 la.m.-Sp.- m.
Keep in mind that it is not always
necessary to have a sit-i- n meal; take-
out orders offer the perfect alterna-
tive for students on the go. The
phone number for take-o- ut orders is
(330)262-966- 5.
food." While some of us went for the
typical fair fries and Italian sausage,
others of us were braver. The deep-fri-ed
cheesecake and snickers bar
were dual hits after immediate con-
sumption. ,Just imagine a corn-do-g
with a cheesecake filling - okay, that
may not sound so appealing, but just
imagine cheesecake, but better, and
you'll have what was, offered at the
Wayne County Fair.
No matter what your reason for
going to the fair, a few things are for
sure: The people are friendly, the food
is bad for you, but fantastically good,
and it's the biggest thing going on in
Wayne County every year. If you did-
n't get to make it this year, be sure to
mark next year's fair on your calendar
so you can make it down for at least
one day. It's well worth the two dol-
lars' admission, even if all you want to
do is sit around and people-watch-tr- ust
nie.
Students rocked, bowled, and
chilled with ice cream sundaes
and enjoyed Late Night Activities
Jj if
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Pictured above are students Alissa Schmidt '06, Beth Grieve
'07 and Annie Fine '06; members of the Zeta Phi Gamma
sorority at the Rockin' N Bowlin' event sponsored by Late
Night Activities. Fine, who is president of the sorority, is
responsible for the group's involvement in the event. Their
members sponsored a table where people could relax and
make stress balls with balloons and sand. In addition to the
stress balls and bowling, the Wooster Volunteer Network
facilitated a program in which students could pay $1 to create
their own ice cream sundae with proceeds benefitting Red
Cross Hurricane Katrina relief efforts. For this cause, WVN
raised nearly $200 (Photo courtesy of Late Night Activities).
Journey in
begins with
Mihika Chatterjee
Voice Staff Writer
Amiu a myriad ot student-le- u reli-
gious organizations here at the
College, En Route provides the stu-
dents with a channel to express
themselves spiritually.
It is a completely, student-ru- n
Protestant Christian group, "cele-
brating the presence of the Spirit
and pursuing a relationship with God
in Christ."
En Route is a relatively new organ-
ization that emerged on campus last
year and offers a number of activities
for the' students. The" group facili-
tates fellowship events and steward-
ship activities that occur once every
month, leadership programs, and
beginning this semester onwards, the
group has intentions,. to organize a
retreat every month.
The students involved with En
Route organize and attend worship
services every Sunday evening at
7:00 p.m. in Mackey Hall.
One of these services each month,
is led by a student while the others
are preceded by members of the
Campus Ministry, Linda Morgan-Cleme- nt
and KP Hong. Every once
in a while they invite guests from
outside the campus community to
lead the group discussions.
Other events initiated and enabled
.
by En Route include Koinonia every
other Wednesday and Bibk Study
every Tuesday at Overholt.
Apart from engaging in spiritual
discussions and studies, the students
also indulge in fun group events.
Several weekends ago, En Route par-
ticipants came together for a fun
filled evening with kickball and ice
cream.
Also on their repertoire is a host of
social services and philanthropic
activities. Last Saturday, some of
them donated blood at the Red Cross.
A special service was held by them
spirituality
En Route
on Sunday, September 1 1 th, to reflect
.
on the anniversary of the catastro-pji- e
. and other prominant world
issues including violence, terrorism 1
and peace.
,
En Route's'mission is to bring stu-
dents .together as a community to
explore the realms of the spirit.ua
world and seek answer to questions.
"We are committed to being an
open, accepting, affirming, and lov-
ing community where students can
ask and explore questions of faith.
We basically allow people to come
together as a community and ask
questions," says Kara Olson '07,
OICM Intern and key founder of the
organization.
Their uniqueness lies in the active
participation of students during the
services and group discussions. The
members are encouraged to share '
and discuss their thoughts, ideas and
personal beliefs rather than being a
tacit audience to a sermon or speech.
Even during the sessions with a "
euest sneaker, the discussions arp
essentially student-le- d.
En Route is constantly seeking
enthusiastic students who are inter-
ested in exploring various facets of
faith aiuLspirituality. Students could
volunteer to contribute to the organ-
ization by helping out with worship
planning, worship set up etc.
En Route would also welcome can-
didates for a number of leadership
positions like Music Leader for
' Worship, Liturgist for Worship and
Koinona Discussion Leader.
Interested students caij contact
Kara
,,, Olson by emailing at
kolsonwooster.edu .
For additional information regard-
ing En Route or any of the other cam-
pus ministry, students can visit the
Office of Interfaith Campus
Ministries in its new location this year
at Overholt House, a purple Victorian-styl- e
house which is located on Beall
Avenue, several houses past Compton
Hall on the same side of the street.
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'Affirming and celebrating diversity
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The College of Wooster opens the
twenty-fir-st season of its renowned
Wooster Chamber Music series
Sunday with the Gryphon Trio, a
three-pie-ce classical ensemble.
The series continues throughout the
school year, concluding April 23, 2006
with Susanne Yi-J- ia Hou and Daniel
Spiegel, a piano and violin duet. All of
the performances will take place at
Gault Recital Hall.
Many previous acts commented
positively on their experiences at play-
ing the Wooster Chamber Music
Series in the past.
"After years of enthusiastically pre-
senting excellent ensembles and great
fepertoire," a spokesman for the
Gryphon Trio said. "The Wooster
Chamber Music Series has developed
a very dedicated and appreciative audi-
ence that is a joy to play for."
; Others echoed that sentiment,
including Haken Rosengren, a clar-
inetist slated to perform Nov. 27.
"During the 20 years of worldwide
touring I have experienced many
memorable venues," Rosengren said,
"but I have rarely met a more inspir-
ing, personal, knowledgeable, profes-
sional and enthusiastic atmosphere
than in Wooster, Ohio."
The Gryphon Trio consists of three
music professors from the University
of Toronto: Annalee Patipatanakoon,
Jamie Parker, and Roman Borys. They
play viotirn piano, and cello, respec
tively.
The group has compiled a long
record of experience, forming in 1993
and playing together for more than 1 1
years, commissioning more than 30
works of music in that time.
They have also released five full-leng- th
albums in 11 years, featuring
works ranging from Beethoven .to
Tommy: The Amazing Journey
. Exhibit
Ongoing
This exhibit at the Rock and Roll
Hall of fame traces the journey of
The Who's "Tommy" from a contro-
versial concept album to a Broadway
musical and beyond. For more infor-
mation, visit www.rockhall.com.
Party on the Green
918
7 p.m.
Wooster's annual evening of music
and gaiety on the quad is sponsored by
WAC. This year's show features the
song stylings of bands Catch-2- 2 and
Stroke 9. The festivities begin at 7
p.m. Students over 21 should bring
IDs to' enjoy the libations ofTered by
the Underground staff.
more obscure Canadian composers.
For their performance at Wooster, the
group plans to play works from
Mozart, Rebecca Clarke and Brahms.
The members of the Trio lifted the
group's moniker from the name of the
mystical gryphon, a creature half-lio-n
and half-eagl- e, symbolizing the con
nection between "psychic energy and
cosmic force," according to the group's
Websfte.
After the Gryphon Trio's Sunday
performance, the Emerson String
Quartet will return to the Chamber
Music" Series, its seventeenth time per--
Urinetown: The Musical
916-10-9
The Beck Center for the Arts in
Lakewood presents the local premiere
of the hilarious Off-Broad- way musi-
cal. For ticket information, visit:
http:www.lkwdpl.orgbeck.
Jason Quicksall
916
9p.m.
This alt-coun- try singer-songwrit- er
hails from Columbus, Ohio. He will be
playing Seattle's Coffee House in
downtown Wooster.
Waxy Monx
917
9p.m.
Also playing at Seattle's this week
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musicians appear in concert series
forming in 21 years.
- The Emerson Quartet was formed
in 1976, christening their group
"Emerson" after Ralph Waldo
Emerson, the transcendentalist writer.
A main focus of the group has been
to use their music to philanthropic
ends. Throughout their long tenure as
The Gryphon Trio (Photo courtesy of OPI).
a quartet, they have raised money for a
variety of causes, including nuclear
disarmament, and help for victims of
AIDS, world hunger and children's
diseases, according to their Web site.
The Emerson Quartet has also won
six Grammy awards, including two
Grammys for "best classical album."
On their current tour, they are per-
forming a range of works written by
Russian composer Dmitri
Shostakovich. At Wooster, however,
they are set to play three pieces by the
composers Mozart, Bartok and
Beethoven.
Completing the performance sched-
ule for the semester is the duet of
Anna Epperson, a pianist, and Haken
Rosengren, a clarinetist, who will be
performing in Gault on Nov. 27.
Epperson, a graduate of the Juillard
School, has enjoyed a long, successful
academic and performance career. The
music scheduled for the performance
includes works authored by Berg,
Lutoslawski, Brahms and Saint-Saen- s.
The series continues next spring
with four additional acts. Concertante,
an octet, will perform two works by
Beethoven and Schubert, respectively,
on Jan. 22, 2006.
.
The Brentano String Quartet will
perform three pieces, written by the
composers Haydn, Beethoven, and
Mozart on Feb. 12, 2006.
Next up is the Pacifica String
Quartet, scheduled to play three quar-
tets written by Haydn, Elgar and
Beethoven. They are slated to appear
March 26, 2006.
Lastly, Susanne Yi-J- ia Hou and
Daniel Spiegel, a violin and piano duet,
will perform two sonatas by the com-
posers Tartini and Respighi.
The Gryphon Trio performs at 3 p.m.
Sunday in Gault Recital Hall. Tickets are
$10for general admission anfi$ 8for sen-
ior citizens and non-Woos- ter students.
Tickets can be purchased at the Wilson
.
Bookstore and Maurer's Pharmacy, on
Cleveland Road near Taco Bell. A limited
number of tickets for Wooster students
and faculty are on sale for $3 at the
Wilson Bookstore. For additional infor-
mation, call extension 2419.
Beyond biology: Theresa Johnson's hidden talent
Katie Bourque
Staff Writer .
While Professor, of Biology Teresa
Johnson can usually be found in the lab
investigating the micro-ecolo- gy of
soil, she is more than a scientist; she is
also an accomplished seamstress who
has long been interested in designing
and building costumes for the stage.
When Johnson was little, she and
her cousin eagerly awaited the week
each summer that they would spend
with their grandmother. During this
visit they would each sew an outfit
with their grandmother's help.
As a young child, Johnson also
developed a passion for theatre. She
began acting in plays in elementary
school, and continued to perform all
the way through high school. Johnson
entered Hanover College in Indiana
with the hope of continuing in theater.
While in college, however, her pas-
sion shifted from the stage to the back-
stage, where she developed.an interest
in costume design - the perfect combi-
nation of her love for both theatre and
sewing.
She began designing costumes for
the theatre department at the college,
and eventually ran the costume shop
with a close friend.
She designed for a number of
shows, including "Jonelle Johnson,"
"Equus," and "Mad Woman of
Chaillot." While most of her costumes
' were made with traditional materials
and techniques, Johnson also experi-
mented with unconventional costum-
ing. One costume used in "Equus,"
required metal frameworks of horse
heads. .
.
Johnson had a range of responsibil-
ities in the costume shop. Sometimes
costume pieces simply required alter-
ation, while Johnson had to design
and build others from scratch.
Johnson's favorite costume design
was for "Mad Woman of Chaillot," for
which the costume crew built four
main costumes with vibrant colors.
Working approximately 40 hours per
week, Johnson dedicated much of her
time to the theatre in between her
biology classes.
During her sophomore year of col-
lege, Johnson studied at the Royal
Shakespeare Academy in Stratford-upon-Avo- n.
She spent about four
weeks in England, and had the oppor-
tunity to meet many professional
actors and costumers.
Although she was a biology major,
college provided Johnson the oppor-
tunity to explore her creative inter-
ests. "College is a fabulous time to cre-
ate interests like this ... you should
take advantage of the time you have
while you have it," she said.
Even though Johnson focused
exclusively on her scientific interests
while in graduate school, she did find
time to design costumes for
"Godspell" the summer after she got
her PhD.
bit
When a prpduc-tio- n
of "The
' Diviners" per-
formed by
Hanover students
won at the
American Theatre
Festival,' Johnson
was invited back to
participate in an
alumni perform-
ance. At this per-
formance, she had
the opportunity to
work with Woody
Harrelson, also a
Hanover alum.
Johnson still has
a love for making
costumes and for
the theater in gen-
eral. She doesn't
have a lot of time
to work in the the-
ater at the
moment, but she
loves to sew
Renaissance
in . '
Professor of Biology Theresa Johnson dis
cos- - plays a dress she designed and constructed.
tumes when she while her professional life revolves around
has the chance.
She also sews
bridesmaid's
gowns, tapestries,
science, Johnson has a creative streak that
she expresses through costume design
(Photo by Caroline Hotra).
However, Johnson's passion forand quilts.
Johnson's interests may strike some
as unusual. "Many people found it a
little odd that I loved biology and the-
ater," she said.
end, Waxy Monx is a self-describ- ed
"jam" band.
.
Moistboyz
917
9 p.m.
This no-nonse- nse rock band aims to
be as offensive as possible as loudly as
possible. They will be appearing at
Cleveland's premier concert venue,
the Beachland Ballroom. For more
information visit www.beachlandball-room.co- m
Don't Throw Shoes Auditions
920 and 921
Wooster's improv and sketch come-
dy group is holding auditions for new
members next week. Attend either
Tuesday, Sept. 20 or Wednesday, Sept.
21 at 8 p.m. in Scheide 106.
both these fields is evident. While
she is, professionally, a biologist,
Johnson will never completely aban-
don the costume shop for the lab.
Speed Dating
923
8-- 10 p.m.
Late Night Activities sponsors an
evening of hormonally charged fun.
Rapid fire dating means maximum
mates in minimal minutes. In the
Lowry Faculty Lounge.
Renoir's Women
Art Exhibit
983-1820- 06
A new exhibit at the Columbus
Museum of Art, Renoir's Women
draws together works from museums
and collections around the world. The
paintings feature Renoir's favorite
subjects women. The museum will
host a panel with Renoir scholars on
Oct. 22. For more information visit:
www.renoirswomen.com.
Lange resists
the siren cell
I know I should get a cell phone,
It's just the logical thing to do. But I
can't bring myself to do it. One day
I'll tell myself that it's worth it to
vanessalange
have a cell phone if
only in the event
of an emergency.
But then the next
day, I'll hear the
Knight Rider
theme emanating
from someone's
backpack in thejniddle of class and
I'll swear to myself that I will never
ever own one of those evil devices.
My friends harass me all the time
for not having a cell phone. "How
can we get a hold of you?" they ask.
Umm, I do.have a normal telephone.
The one in my dorm room even has
one of those curly cords. Do you
remember those kinds of phones?
OK, sarcasm aside, I understand their
point. -- We all lead busy lives and
sometimes you need to get in contact
with someone and if I'm not in my
room or at home you can't reach me.
And believe it or not, the fact that I
don't have a cell phone actually
deters people from calling me at
home. Especially people that don't
know my family. They want to call
me knowing that I am the one that is
going to answer, and not my brother
or my step-da- d or my mom.
Perhaps I wouldn't have been stuck
at home watching X-Fi- les reruns as
many times this summer if 1 had had
a cell phone. Then again, it would
probably take a lot more than a cell '
phone to solve that problem.
But besides what a cell phone may
or may not do for my-socia- l life, there
are numerous reasons I really don't
want one.
First, I don't want people to be
able to contact me at all times.
When I'm in my dorm room I am
available to take calls. Not while I'm
eating dinner in Lowry, riot when I'm
walking to class, not when I'm hang-
ing out at my. friends' rooms. Yes, I
know I could always turn my phone
off or leave it in my room. But I
know how it goes. You become an
addict. I've seen it happen. You have
your phone with you at all times just
in case someone really important
calls. And once it rings, how can you
resist answering it, even when you're
in the company of someone else?
Which brings me to yet another
reason not to get a cell phone: I like
to give people my undivided atten
tion. How many times have 1 been
out to lunch with someone when
their phone rings? Instead of apolo-
gizing, turning their phone off, and
returning to our conversation, they'll
answer and proceed to talk to the
person, leaving me to twiddle my
thumbs and stare at the ceiling for
the next 10 minutes.
Not to mention I am basically just
wary of changing over to yet another
supposed-advanc- e in technology.
Many of these "advancements" have
been nothing but trouble for me.
Let's take DVDs for example.
They ate supposed to have superior
picture and sound, but how many
times have I rented DVDs that have
frozen up on me, skipped whole
scenes, or gotten that obnoxious digi-taliz- ed
box thing going on? What is
the point of this great new technolo-
gy if it doesn't work after it's been
used more than two times? Just give
me my VHS thank you very much.
I'll take a little static over "-ial- ogue
th --ounds li is."
Or then there are digital cameras.
What is so great about those things?
Maybe mine is just cheap and already
outdated, but it takes almost two sec-
onds after you press the button for
the picture to actually take. Now tell
me, what is the point of that? I
wanted that exact moment to be cap-
tured forever, not the moment two
seconds afterwards.
So my question, is, is it worth it?
Will a cell phone greatly enhance my
social life and make communication
easier and more convenient? Or after
about a month of being a cell phone
owner will I be ready to throw the
thing out the window and resort to
sending Western Union telegrams?
If you have a solution to my dilem-
ma, my extension is 6307. Just be
sure to leave a message, because
chances are I won't be there to take
your call.
6talent as well as a way for artists to
present and sometimes sell their
pieces.
Lacie Blanchard, the administrative
coordinator at Lowry, is responsible
for organizing the exhibits on the Art
Wall. "The public display of art is a
basic component in student centers
across the country," she said. The Art
Wall is seen as a tribute to the artistic
talents of both students and the
Wooster community.
What sort of artwork can students
expect to find on the Wall? A little bit
of everything, says Blanchard. "All
kinds of works have been displayed
over the years," she said. Often, the
Art Wall is used for student projects
as well as art, such as the photo con-
test hosted by the International
Programs Office during the week of
Oct. 9.
The artist currently featured on the
Wall is Gene Elmore, a native of Ohio
whose world travels have had a
marked influence on his series of
paintings. Elmore was born in Findlay
and obtained a psychology degree
from Bowling Green State University.
Friday, September 16, 2005
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traveler, is influenced by many cul-tur- es
in his art. Many of his paintings
feature the boats and fishermen of
Capri Island in Italy, one of his
favorite, places to visit. His Japanese
stay during the Korean War also had
an effect on his artistic style.
' Elmore's nephew, John Fishburn
'05, has played a vital role in bringing
his uncle's work to Wooster. Fishburn
hung the display on the wall for his
uncle and is serving as an information
source for those interested in learning
more about Elmore's artwork.
According to Fishburn, Elmore's e
work covers a range of subject matter.
"He is known for his florals,
seascapes and scenes of the west as
well as many pictures of people," said
Fishburn.
Elmore's work will be displayed
through Saturday, Sept. 17. It will be
followed by an exhibit by local artist
Susan Riedner.
Anyone interested in showcasing
artwork on the Art Wall should con-
tact the Student Activities Office at
ext. 2062 or stop by the office and
obtain a contract from Blanchard.
also engage in
excessive partying or alcohol abuse.
Tucker described these behaviors as
"methadone," short term solutions
llustration by Cassi Sattazahn
that do little to resolve underlying
feelings of pain and loss.
The Breakup Song can be part of
this early stage of the process,
doing little to help an individual
move forward.
"I always find that music seems to
only take you back," said Sharp, a
music education major. Sharp pointed
out that listening to a song that held a
special meaning within the relation-
ship will only be a painful reminder of
that relationship.
Tucker also pointed to music's
potential to trap an individual in the
"Wake Up Mr. Westlare the words
that spring from the first track of
Kanye West's new album, "Late
Registration" (Roc-a-Fella- Def Jam).
Shouted by Bernie Mac, the phrase is
one that West should heed - it's time
for him to wake up from his dream
world of being the next great rapper
to hit the scene and realize that his
album is not the instant classic some
are calling it. '
The cameo from Bernie Mac at the
beginning of West's album is telling
of what the rest of the record fea-
tures. Nas, Lupe Fiasco, and Adam
Levine (of Maroon 5), are just a few of
many artists that appear alongside
West on his new album.
This does not necessarily show
weakness in West as an artist (he sure-
ly could have done an album without
all the superstar help he had), but it
does say something about his record
sales. In the opinion of some, the
record is worth purchasing simply for
the superstar cameos (and some die-
hard fans would purchase it just to
hear new rhymes from retired rapper
Jay-Z- ).
. With initial criticism aside, West's
album shows a unique development in
rap music. Rather than use the clean-c- ut
production style of super-successf- ul
counterparts 50 Cent and G-U- nit,
West's production of this album is
somewhat unclean, that is, his beats
aren't all the same four-b- ar repetitions
so often found in rap music today, but
rather unique variations on a set of
several beats in one song. In "Bring
Me Down," for example, the use of
wind instruments alongside piano
alongside a rap beat produce an inter-
esting plethora of sounds, all pleasing
to the ear.
However, this same track, which
features artist Brandy (whose last
attempt at success, that I remember,
was a failed television reality series
about her pregnancy) does a poor job
of showcasing the singer's voice. It is
obvious that the producer was going
for an older sound (think 1930's
scratchy-micropho- ne stuff), but
instead, she conies out sounding more
like she has a fly crawling around in
the back of her throat.
Other tracks, such as "We Major,"
feature horns nearly exclusively as the
background to West's rapping. This
is not uncommon throughout the
album, and it would make some won-
der if West's album will be heard rat-
tling trunks as commonly as one can
hear some other classics in passing
cars on the street (think Biggie's
early stages of coping with a breakup.
According to Tucker, by listening
repeatedly to certain songs, "we can
sometimes put things into the rela-
tionship that weren't there before."
"It becomes a negative fantasizing
about what the relationship was. It
can take you away from reality," said
The Wooster Voice
The Breakup Song: soothing strains for a broken heart
Elizabeth Weiss
Arts Editor
So you've swapped phone numbers,
played footsie, shared a toothbrush,
gotten matching tattoos, named your
unborn children, and all of a sudden,
he's feeling crowded, she's flirting
with an attractive TA, and just like
that, it's over.
The breakup: it's an almost univer-
sal experience, and it's almost univer-
sally lousy. While a couple will occa-
sionally come to the cheerful, perfectly
mutual realization that they make bet-
ter friends than lovers, most breakups
are messy, with at least one party fac-
ing serious feelings of grief and loss.
Society offers us various tools to deal
with those feelings, including Doritos,
Nora Ephron and contact sports. But
there is one coping device that seems
to make an appearance wherever a
heart is torn in twoj the Breakup
Song- - -.- - -
From the Mozart aria "Ach, ich
fUhl's," to Neil Sedaka's early 60s clas-
sic, "Breaking Up is Hard to Do," to
Destiny's Child's anthem of female
empowerment, "Survivor," the
Breakup Song knows many forms and
sends many messages. Sometimes, it is
an elegy to love lost. Other times, it is
a bold declaration of newly embraced
singledom. One thing is certain: in the
dark days following a breakup, most of
us turn to the breakup song in some
form or another.
According to Wellness Center
Counselor Ray Tucker, a breakup can
be genuinefy traumatic for a college
student. Tucker compared dealing
with a breakup to the process of cop-
ing with death as described by
atrist Elisabeth KiSbler-Ro- ss in her
groundbreaking 1969 book "On Death
and Dying." After a breakup, an indi-
vidual experiences denial, anger, bar-
gaining, depression and ultimately
acceptance.
"As individuals go through those
stages, it's to the exclusion of every-
thing else eating, other relation-
ships, classes," said Tucker.
1 his process can
result in difficulties
for the individual.
"Sometimes they
isolate themselves,"
said Tucker.
"Either they do it
physically ... or they
just become emotion-
ally disconnected
because of the pain
they are in."
Tucker's clinical
assessment of the
breakup seems to be
played out in Wooster
students' experiences,
to varying degrees.
For Stevia Baldwin
'08, the breakup
experience was only
moderately painful.
"It was just kind of
tough," she said. "You just have to get
used to not spending as much time
with your ex."
For Janice Quagmire '06, the
experience was' more intense. "It
was heartrending and depressing,"
she said.
James Sharp '06 was ambivalent
about the breakup experience.
"If you're the one breaking up it can
be freeing," he said. "Or it can hurt
like hell,"
In the face of such a challenge, men
and women turn to a variety of coping
mechanisms, some with healthier con
sequences than others. According to
Tucker, college students often "hook
up" after a breakup, looking for a
"rebound relationship" that is unlikely
to last. They may
Tucker.
But music can
also play a positive
role in the recovery
process.
"It's part of the
healing process,
definitely. Music is
essential," said
Quagmire.
Quagmire has a
play list on her
computer consist-
ing of the songs
she listened to after
her most recent
breakup.
"Some of the.
songs made me feel
even more
depressed," she
said. "Other songs
made me feel vindi-
cated. Some of them made me feel .
like a badass, like I was going to kick
his ass."
Baldwin also relied on music to
work through her latest breakup. "I
listened to 'Shut Up and Drive' by
Chely Wright a lot," she said. "She's
just saying ... you know what's right,
so move on even though it's tough."
According to Tucker, a song can
also function as a "mile marker," indi-
cating an individual has reached a
level of acceptance and is ready to
move on.
"Once you play it" 10 million times ...
"Ready to Die" or 2Pac's "All Eyez on
Me"). .
While West's album may be more
likely to be heard through iPod head-
phones across the nation rather than
loud stereo systems in cars with gas
prices where they sit, it's still impor-
tant to remember the club scene, and
it's hard to imagine hearing a track
such as "Diamonds From Sierra
Leone" booming from any club sys-
tem, even if it does feature Jay-- Z.
The content of West's album
does vary slightly from what people
have come to expect from rappers
these days.
The album is not littered with the
sound of gunfire, and unlike rapper 50
Cent, who has been shot nine times
and has no qualms rapping about it,
West's album is the least violent main-
stream rap record to come out in a
long time.
Though the album is still adorned
with the expected "Explicit Material"
label, some listeners may be able to
relate to the album more realistically,
as West's series of four skits on the
.. , r a:. I' nfyou go, 1 m sick oi uus, i m
feeling down,'" said Tucker. "You've
moved away."
Tucker's favorite Breakup' Song,
"When You Were Mine," by Prince,
works in just this way. The chorus
includes the lyrics, "I know that you're
going with another guy. I don't care,
cause I love you, baby, that's no lie. I
love you more than I did when you
were mine."
According to Tucker, the chorus
shows both an acceptance of reality
and a willingness to love, despite pain.
"It's healthy to recognize that you still
have love inside yourself," he said.
This sense of self worth is a critical
step in recovering from a breakup. An
individual must reclaim a sense of self
and rebuild his or her world in order
to move forward
"Reestablish yourself as an individ-
ual again before you can even consider
being healed or being in another rela-
tionship," said Tucker.
Sharp echoed this sentiment, in ,
musical terms. "You have to get your
own new set of songs," he said.
My Favorite Breakup Songs
1
. Both Sides Now, Joni Mitchell
2. 1 Will Survive, Gloria Gaynor
S. Song for the Dumped, Ben Folds
Five
4. River, Joni Mitchell
5. The World Has Turned and Left
Me Here, Weezer
6. Stormy Weather, Billie Holiday
7. Survivor, Destiny's Child
8. Move Bitch, Ludacris
9. This Bitter Pill, Dashboard
a
Confessional .
10. Don't Get Around Much
Anymore, Harry Conniick Jr.
Name changed to protect the privacy '
of the interviewee.
Art Wallfeatures stu-- (mm(mm-r&ix&m&n&m- )
dent, community artists New West album underwhelming
Molly Lehman
'Staff Writer i .
Sjnce 1968rtjhe Art Wall a,t Lowry
Center has been an integral part of
the College. The plain stretch of brick
wall running along the Florence 0.
Wiljon Bookstore serves as an art
gallery throughout the school year,
allowing student and outside artists
alike to showcase their work for the
student body. Because of its high-traff- ic
location, the Wall is an ideal spot
for students to enjoy the work of local
5f ip
After serving in the Navy during
World War II, Elmore moved to San
Frarrciscf4&eYe' he a'tten'ded art
school.
In 1959, he and fellowaVtist John
Cunningham founded the Carmel Art
Gallery in Monterey Bay, California.
Elmore served in the military again
during the Korean War, this time sta-
tioned in Japan. After the war, he
returned to Monterey Bay, where he
now lives.
The exhibit consists of 40 of his
paintings, all for sale. Elmore, a world
The Lowry Art Wall exhibits the work of students and local
artists. Currently, the work of artist Glen Elmore is on display.
Elmore's paintings are inspired by years of world travel and
his experiences as a soldier (Photo by Mac Buehler).
Cory Smith
Managing Editor
album center around a college frater-
nity that West would have put togeth-
er at his local university. - .Called
"Broke Phi Broke," the fraternity is
something that college students (like-
ly the largest audience of Kanye West
at this point) will appreciate.
The album is certainly worth a lis-
ten, but may not be all that its hype
made it seems to be.
I'll be willing to call it a classic
when I'm telling my grandkids about
--it and making them listen to it as they
make faces. For now, I'm comfortable
saying fhat West did an above average
job for a follow-u- p album, but is far
short of the supreme record some are
calling it.
Since most everyone who rates any-
thing nowadays gives albums a num-
ber rating or grade, I'll gladly fall in
line. Out of 1,000,000, I'd give
West's album "Late Registration"
819,346.983. So it gets about a B--, if
you're into letter grades ... but in my
opinion, if you really want to know
what the album is like, go out and buy
it for yourself and have a listen.
Outdoor art beautifies campus
qrc 1
'
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Located in the garden south of Ebert Art Center, "Girl With
Doves" is one of the College's distinctive outdoor works of
art. Created by artist Richard Hallier, the sculpture was
donated by the Robert 0. Ebert family during the renovation
of Ebert in 1997. The work is a familiar friend to art students
who sketch outside of Ebert and visitors who pass through on
their way to the Art Museum. Her graceful pose evokes a
sense of movement and life (Photo by Karin Johnson).
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Volleyball falls to Urbana in Kilt Classic finale
Michelle Erickson
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster women's
volleyball team entered the week look-
ing to extend their four-ga- me winning
streak as they faced John Carroll and
then hosted their own eight team tour-
nament, the Kilt Classic. The Scots'
winning streak reached six before they
were defeated by Urbana in pool play
over the weekend. However the team
rebounded however to reach the cham-
pionship match against Urbana.
Wooster was unable to overcome their
opponent and took second in their own
tournament. Second place was the high-
est finish by the Scots since the tourna-
ment began five years ago.
Wooster began the week by heading
to John Carroll looking to avenge a
tough loss the Blue Streaks handed
them last year. The Scots dominated the
match and game home with a win by
scores of 33-3- 5, 30-2-0, 30-2-7, and 30-2- 2.
Leading the Scots offensively was
once again the dynamic duo of Carolyn
Ciriegio "08 and Tiffany Rice '06. The
two combined for 39 kills, as Ciriegio
pounded down 19 and Rice finished
with a team high 20. Setter Heather
Wolff '08 captained the offense with 48
assists along with three kills of their
own. Defensively the Scots were led by
Mary Kate Fowkes "06 and Ali Drushal
'09 who contributed 27 and 26 digs,
respectively.
The Scots headed into their own
tournament confident about their
chances to win their own tournament as
they had finishecl third last season.
Wooster opened pool play, on Friday
night by taking on Urbana. After four
hard-foug- ht games the team was hand-
ed their first loss, 36-3- 8, 30-2-8, 30-2-1,
19-3- 0. Rice and Ciriegio led the offense
with 17 and 15 kills respectively -- along
with Sarah Marschall '07 who con-
tributed nine kills of her own. A bal-
anced defensive effort helped keep the
Scots.close as four people recorded 15
Addis, Scots stick it to Earlham
Anlyn Addis '07 scores three goals
Jessica Sender
Voice Staff Writer
The first NCAC game of the season
for the Fighting Scots started and
ended the same way-wi- th goals. After
coming off two losses to start out the
season, the Scots were looking to jump
back and climb on top of the NCAC.
Heartbreaking double overtime loss to
Juniata College, combined with a loss
to Geneseo State, had the Scots look-
ing for a win. Wooster accomplished
its goal by decimating Earlham, 5-- 0.
Anlyn Addis '07 started out scoring
only :36 into the game. The Scots went
on to score 4 more goals, three of
which came from Addis, giving her the
first hat trick of her career. The Scots
improved their league record to 1- -0,
while their overall record improved to
1-
-2. The Scots handed Earlham a 0-- 1
standing in the league, while they fell
to 0--3 overall. Earlham has lost 2 1
straight games now, following the loss
to Wooster. The Quakers didn't stand
a chance against Wooster's defense,
which kept most of the play at
Earlham's end throughout the game.
Scorers include three goals for Addis,
and one apiece for Piper Annese '08
and Alii Hall '09, who netted her first
college career goal. Alex Cotter, '09,
also helped out with the win, adding
an assist to Hall in the second half of
the game.
"It was really exciting to get my
first goal in our first win of the sea-
son," said Hall. As for the rest of the
. year, Hall has even better prospects. "I
think we're really starting to get it
together as a team, and once the chem-
istry gets even better we'll really start
to improve."
The game ended with Annese scor-
ing with .27 remaining in the game.
Goalie Anne Leigh "07 had a quiet day,
as not one shot was taken on her
throughout the game. The Scots, how-
ever, took 15 shots against the Quaker
offense.
The Scots' Field Hockey team came
off a strong win again the Earlham
Quakers to lose a non-conferen- ce
match to non-confere- nce foe DePauw.
The competition was strong and
fierce, played much of the time at both
ends. Freshman Alii Hall '09 led the
Scots with two shots, while goalie
Anne Leigh spent most of her time
defending the 14 shots the Tigers took
on her. She managed to save six goals.
The Scots were held to just six shots
f
I;
Wooster's volleyball team has gotten off to an 8-- 2 start this sea-
son in pursuit of an NCAC crown (Photo by Mac Buehler).
digs or more. Fowkes led the team with
23; Drushal contributed 17, while Wolff
and Ciriegio both added 15 each.
The team looked to rebound against
Pointe Park in the following match and
did so with authority. The Scots pound-
ed the Pioneers 30-2-1, 30-- 5, and 30-2-2.
The offense contributed a balanced
attack with no player recording double
digit kills. Rice and Ciriegio contributed
nine and eight kills respectively. Rice
also led the team in an impressive block-
ing effort with three solo blocks while
Marschair"added two " solos and one --
block assist.
.
W'ooster headed into Saturday morn-
ing knowing they had to defeat
Westminster to return to the
in a winning effort by the Scots ove'f
throughout the game, and fell to 1- -3
overall, but managed to keep a 1- -0
record in the NCAC. The Fighting
Championship Tournament for the fifth
season in a row. The Scots' rose to the
challenge as they easily swept by their
opponent 30-2-2, 30-2- 1, and 30-2- 4. Rice
and Ciriegio pounded the visitors with
20 and 17 kills respectively. Wolff led
the offensive attack with 42 assists. The'
team also exercised some authority at
the net-a- s they had eight total blocks
with Ashley Baker '08 contributed four
block assists while Marschall added two
solo blocks.
The Scots left pool play as the num-
ber two team in their pooTand faced the
number one team from the other pool in
the first game of the tournament.
Mount Vernon had won their pool and
came into the main gym' to face the
(he visiting Quakers from Earlham
Scots look to advance their record to
2-- 0 with an NCAC win against
Oberlin on Sept. 14.
ft .
J
the week
Falcons' head coach,
Katy Baron '06 marches down the field during the Scots 5-- 0
win over Earlham (Photo courtesy of OPI).
"I think the way we handled this win is
almost as important as the victory
itself. This is a mature team, and they
know what's ahead. I think they under-
stand that what we have to do now is
go out and validate this victory."
Jim Mora, Atlanta
after a 14-- 10 victory over the Eagles
on Monday night.
awaiting Scots. Mount Vernon entered
the game ride a 16-ga-me undefeated
streak. However they were no match
for the home team who won easily by
scores of 30-1- 8, 30-2-4, 19-3- 0, and 30-2-8.
The match sent the Scots to their
first ever championship match at their
own tournament. Rice and Ciriegio
made sure their team would make it
there with 23 and 22 kills respectively.
Schaffner also added 15 along with two
block assists. Marschall patrolled the
net while recording two solo blocks
and three block assists. Fowkes record-
ed a tournament high 37 digs to lead
the defensive effort.
Wooster then advanced to a champi-
onship rematch against Urbana who
had beaten Muskingum moments earli-
er. The Scots and Blue Knights
knocked heads again in another close
match; however Wooster once again fell
this time after three very close games,
30-3-2, 3 1-- 33, and 30-3-2. Setting up the
offense once again was Wolff who had
47 assists along with five kills. The
defense kept the Scots close as Fowkes
dug up 25 balls while Drushal, Wolff,
and Ciriegio also recorded double digit
digs with Drushal adding 12, and Wolff
and Ciriegio with 1 1 digs. Offensively
Rice and Ciriegio once again combined
to lead the team, with 13 and 14 kills
respectively.
A second place finish was the highest
the Scots had finished in five years,
improving from a third place finish last
season. Rice and Fowkes earned all-tourna- ment
team honors for their team
leading efforts. Both led several offen-
sive and defensive categories for the
Scots, including kills, digs, kill percent-
age and digs per game.
The Scots hosted Wilmington on
Wednesday evening (results were
unavailable at press time) before head-
ing to Westerminster for a ten team
tournament. Wooster is looking to
pound out another top finish before
heading into a big home game against
Ohio Northern and the start of confer-
ence play next week against Kenyon.
Stalemate!!!
Nick Holt
Voice Staff Writer '
The Fighting Scots women's soccer
team emerged from an exhausting
weekend, without any significant
change in their record after eking out
two 1- -1 ties at the Bobcat Invitational in
Frostburg, Maryland last weekend.
In their first game against Frostburg
State it looked as if lady luck was with
Wooster as they took the early lead
after a direct kick by Angela Evans '07
was deflected into the goal by a
Frostburg defendef. Captain Emily
Sterling '06 was willing to accept the
lucky bounce saying, "Our goals this
weekend were not the prettiest, but hey,
we've got to take what we get."
The Scots' luck did not hold up, as
early in the second period Frostburg's
Jen Naylor evened up the score. The
Scots were unable to answer and after
two overtimes the game ended in a tie
with Abby Brown '08 recording four
saves.
In their second game against
Washington and Lee, Wooster fell
behind early as the Generals scored in
the fifth minute. Ten minutes later the
Scots responded with Erin Lustic '07
catching the goalie off guard with an
unassisted goal.
Once again the Scots would play
through two scoreless overtimes to
record the draw. Kate Kiley '08 started
the game in goal for the first time this
season for Wooster and responded by
making four saves."
Sterling saw several positives about
the Scots' performance, but seemed far
from satisfied. This weekend was a lit
tle disappointing coming out with no
wins; however we were playing two
tough teams. The teams we were play-
ing have been nationally ranked for sev-
eral years, so it was encouraging for us
to keep them to a tie, but it would have
been nice to come out on top."
This weekend continued the frustra
tion on offense where despite out
shooting all of their opponents, they
have managed only three goals in four
games. Luckily the defense has been
strong allowing only three goals. The
players seem confident that it won't take
long for the Scot's to find the net more
often.
Kiley seemed confident in the offense
saying, The goals will come. Our work
ethic and sense of confident urgency
should quickly turn ties to wins. And
we know it"
Wooster (1-1-- 2) will host John
Carroll University (1-- 3) on Sept. 17.
The Big One
Hakuna matata. Welcome back for
another fun-fill- ed week of the Sports
Boxers with Big Nicky Cross. I know
you're probably upset that I was gone
for last week's column and I'm sorry for
that It was completely out of my
hands. Believe me, I was shocked too
when I found out that I wasn't going to
be able to write for
my own column,
but whatever ...
life goes on. But0enough of myproblems with thepeople who edit ntckcross
my articles (and by
edit I mean they sometimes see my
stuff as funny but for some reason they
take it out and add crap that I didn't
write, which actually isn't funny attall,
and put it in there like it's Nick Cross-quali- ty
writing). . .down to some sports
talk.
I know everybody in this whole
school, and whole state for that matter,
is pretty upset with the events of the
weekend. That's right, folks. I'm talkin'
about the big one - the Ohio State vs.
Texas game. Finally, we got to see a
game that lived up to its hype. Two
great teams playing on a beautiful sum-
mer night at the Horseshoe" - you
couldn't ask for a better college football
scenario than that. I'm not a huge fan of
either team, though I like Texas for
beating Michigan in the Rose Bowl last
year and making my good friend Joey
Vavra quite upset, but I was pretty
excited to watch this game anyway.
As the first half got underway, t will
admit that I got nervous that this was
going to quickly turn into a blowout on
Texas' side. Immediately, Vince Young
showed his dominance, juking people in
.ways I haven't seen since I watched
myself in one of my old high school
footbajl games a few months ago. For
those of you who don't know me or my
physical beastlihood, for lack of a better
word, that means that Vince Young
looked like he couldn't be stopped. Ohio
State quickly saw this too and began to
hone in on it adding more players in the
box to keep him contained. Yet this did-
n't stop Texas from jumping out to a
10-- 0 lead. As quickly as Texas took the
lead, though, so did Ohio State stage a
comeback, with Troy Smith throwing a
TD pass to Santonio Holmes and Josh
Huston kicking three field goals. Going
into halftime, OSU had taken a 16-4- 3
lead and had convinced me that they
were going to make this a real game. I
left my room at halftime and encoun-
tered a group of fierce Buckeye fans
outside the dorm. One of them yelled
to me, "Hey Cross, O-H- !" and I, not
knowing the severity of turning this
kind of greeting down, just replied,
"Oh, hey guys. What's up?" Wow - big
mistake. They started screaming at me
and charging me and I think they might
have scared me enough to make me piss
in my pants. I'm not sure though,
because I was already sweating like
crazy with nervousness, so I guess I'll
never know what the wetness was from.
Anyway, back to the game.
Everyone watched it so let's fast for-
ward to the end. It's going back and
forth - Ohio State kicks the field goal,
but then Texas storms back with a
touchdown to take the lead, 23-2- 2.
With 2:37 left in the game, OSU gets
the ball back and has a chance to try and
march it down the field. So
WHYYYYY did Jim Tressel think it
was a good idea to put in Justin
Zwick?!?!? I think everybody was
watching the same game that I was
watching. To be honest neither of
these QB's involved in the mini contro-
versy really did anything that special,
but everybody watching that game
knew that Troy Smith should have been
the one taking the reigns. You don't
even have to know anything about foot-
ball to know that. Just say their names
and you can tell: Smith or Zwick? I
mean, Zwick starts with a 'z'. What
kind of nonsense is that? However,
even though it is unlikely that the Bucks
will get a shot at the national champi-
onship, they are still going to have a
great year and can be proud to have par-
ticipated in one of the best NCAA foot-
ball games in recent years.
I don't know when I am going to
write my own Sports Boxers column
again. However, in the meantime, I sug-
gest that all you sports fans tune into
"Sports Talk with Kaz," every Monday
evening from 6-- 8 on Woo91 FM to get
a fresh look at sports with people who
actually know stats and what they're
talking about, as opposed to yours truly.
I hope everyone has a good weekend. If
you're bored, call me.
Nick "I guess I picked the wrong
week to stop sniffing glue" Cross
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Gridders hand MacMurray a bagel at home, win 37-- 0
Chris Sweeney
sports taitor
The College of Wooster Fighting
Scots (2-0- ) football team got back on
the right track with a 370 shutout of
the MacMurray College Highlanders
(0-1- ). The Scots were fueled by tight
defense and relentless offense that pro-
pelled them to extend their regular sea-
son winning streak to 12 in a row and
narrowly missed the Dsfootball com
top 25 polls by one point
,
Wooster's offense seemed to regain
the luster that was lost in the
Muskingum game with a balanced
attack. Justin Schafer '07 accounted for
164 passing yards and going 11 for 19
on the day and hitting eight receivers.
Schafer's top target, Shawn Swearingen
'07, accounted for 55 of the receiving
yards followed by David Miller '07 with
32. Amil Tinsley '08 led the rushing
attack with 154 net yards and a touch-
down.
The defense was unbreakable. While
they allowed 129 net yards rushing and
143 net yards passing, most of the
yards allowed came on big plays and the
Highlanders were unable to put togeth-
er a consistent string of plays. Most
importantly they held MacMurray
scoreless. '
The Scots got off to a bad start, with
Tinsley fumbling on the first offensive
play of the game But the defense picked
.
them up and forced MacMurray into a
four and out Then the Scots got mov-
ing, taking it 80 yards to the end zone
highlighted by a Tinsley 25 yard run
followed shortly by his three-yar- d
touchdown run. A MacMurray person-
al foul on Schafer gave the Scots a first
down instead of a second and long.
IM sports
way, tennis up next
i
.V
Voice Sports Staff
This past week marked the inaugural
games for.,intramural soccer and soft-ba- ll,
as both fall leagues got off to rip-roari- ng
starts on the quad and the soft-ba- ll
field, respectively. At last check,
Lunds United were topping the table in
the soccer league, with Tapsumbong
hot on their heels. The two teams
square off on Sunday (Sept 25) at 1pm.
True to expected form, The Shockers
got off to a run-fill- ed blast this Monday
on the diamond, as they pounded the
Joanna Tysko '07 hits a shot
the Betas, scoring 17 runs en route to a
14 run drubbing. Leading the way were
Adam Artman '07, who sent one of the
pitches halfway to Akron in going 3-- 4 at
, the plate, and Josh Burton,
captainGMManager and player for
The Scots next drive took ten plays
and 40-yar-ds ending in a Milligan field
goal putting the Highlanders down 10-- 0
early in the second. Poor coaching
strategies ultimately put the game out
of reach for the Highlanders, going for
a fourth and three on their own 45-ya- rd
line They failed thanks to an Andre
Smith '07 tackle for a three-yar- d loss.
"Whenever a team goes for it like that
you get excited, said Smith. "You get a
chance to step up and make a big play."
But the Highlanders fought back and
forced the Scots to punt on a three and
out, but the Scots downed the punt on
the MacMurray five-ya- rd line. Another
bad decision to go for it on fourth and
short from their own 14 yard line, the
Scots stuffed the run up the middle giv-
ing them the ball back.
Schafer made the Highlanders pay
this time, connecting with Mike
Marshall '08 for a 14 yard touchdown.
MacMurray mounted a decent drive,
but it stalled and resulted in a blocked
field goal to end the half with Wooster
ahead 17-- 0.
During the second half not much
changed, Wooster continued to domi-
nate on ofjfcnse driving right down on
nine plays amounting to 55 yards and a
31-ya- rd Milligan field goal.
MacMurray then mounted its best
drive of the game so far, starting on
, their own 14-ya-rd line and driving all
the way down to the Wooster 30-ya- rd
line. However, they turned the ball over
on downs and allowed the Scots to drive
all the way back thanks to a 32-ya- rd
pass to Miller. Then Schafer took mat-
ters into his own hands and ran the ball
in from five-yar- ds out
MacMurray again drove down field
this time 70 yards all the way to the
get under- -
the new and improved Shockers.
Picking up the win for the defending
champs was Margaux Day '06, who
asserted her dominance in the game
As for upcoming sports, the volley-
ball league gets underway this week-
end, with a number of teams trying to
emulate the spiking success of bur var-
sity squad. A doubles tennis tourna-
ment has also been organized, with Oct.
1 having been penciled in as the date.
Rosters for this IM event are due
September 27 to Joanna Tysko '07, seen
(Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
working on her ferocious backhand.
Worry not folks, she won't be compet-
ing. . .so dig out those out tennis shoes,
the dusty white shorts and come on out
to the DJ. Hard tennis courts for a
smashing good time.
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Amil Tinsley '08 rushes Wooster towards another first down in
College last weekend. Wooster improved to 2-- 0 on the season
Wooster three-ya- rd line but the Scots
defense shined once more and stuffed
the Highlanders on all four attempts.
The Scots offense took over and Tinsley
went to work, on three plays rushing
for 66-yar-ds on three plays. After Sean
Anderson's '06 11-ya- rd rush, the
drive stalled and resulted in a missed
field goal.
,
,
.
Milligan would make a 38-ya- rd field
goal off of another drive sparked by a
defensive interception from Josh Feesler .
"07 and Anderson would put the final
Scots sink Otterbein with
Johann Weber
Voice Staff Writer
The third game of the preseason
and the Wooster men's soccer team (2-0-- 1)
is off to a very successful start,
defeating the Otterbein Cardinals 2-- 1
last Saturday in Westerville, OH. 'The
game was pretty evenly matched, even
teams" said center midfielder Nate
Little '06, but a last minute goal by the
Scots brought the win to Wooster. The
start of the game was marked by an
assist from forward Brian Conaway '06
to midfielder Kyle Janiga '08 for a
fourth-minu- te goal, while the end was
marked by Conaway 's literally last-min- ute
goal.
"The game was good for our team
because it was very similar to a confer-
ence game, so it gives the players a
good feel for what to expect later in
the season," said midfielder Andrew
Etter '06.
Otterbein tied the match in the 75th
minute of the game with a free kick
awarded them for one of the game's
many fouls.
There were a lot of fouls in the sec-
ond half. Most of Otterbein's attacks
were outside, trying to get close in for
throw-in- s and corner kicks," remarked
defender Tim Presto '07. The game
was very successful, players felt,
attributing it to a mixture of Coach
Graham Ford's line rotation, young
players stepping up to the challenge,
and a general team effort.
"The defense played well. A lot of
the freshman stepped up, it was a good
team effort," said Little. Etter praises
his team, saying "our team has a really
good squad. We have some good first-ye- ar
players that will, have to step up
and take part in the team's success.
The. first-yea- rs should get better as
they get more experience and really
fill the gaps created by all the seniors
we lost."
Coach Ford's rotating line, put in
place to keep all the midfielders and
forwards rotating in lines of three
each, helps keep players fresh and
forces opposing teams to keep on their
toes, unable to target secific power
players in specific positions. The
younger players also get the chance to
Steve Schott '07 fights for the ball against a Calvin defender
in Wednesday's game as Wooster looked to build on a last-minu- te
goal from Brian Conaway '06 that lifted the team over
Otterbein last weekend. (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
try out different locations on the field
and get much more playing time.
"It's not a predictable system. Other
teams have to adjust to us," said Presto.
Etter adds, "We play a high pressure
game. Coach Ford's method of rotat-
ing players helps to keep everyone
from getting exhausted and tires the
other team."
The team has high aspirations for
this season, planning to win the con-
ference tournament for the first time
this year (they won NCAC co-champions- hips
the past two years, but have
yet to win the tournament aspect).
"Since last year our main goal has
been to get an NCAA tournament bid.
Winning the NCAC is nice, but now
we have to get a bid," said Etter. The
team is also hoping to shutout more
2005-200- 6 SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault. For
assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson
Mary Bader
Pam Frese
Shirley Huston-Findle- y
Dianna Kardulias
Carroll Meyer
-
touches on the game with a 30-ya- rd
touchdown run.
The Scots have a bye this weekend
they head off to Case Western Reserve
University on Sept. 24th for the annual
battle of the Baird trophy. The Scots
return home on Oct. 8th to host
Kenyon at John P. Papp stadium.
"Were just going back to the funda-
mentals and work on improving those,"
said Smith. "We get an extra week to
prepare,, watch lots of film, and plan
for Case."
Longbrake
'
Kaukel29A
Kauke8
Wishart 118
The Lilly House
Westminster Church
Ext. 2319
Ext. 2357
Ext 2256
Ext. 2543
Ext. 2301
Ext. 2208
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext. 2319 or a
Campus Minister at Ext 2601 To report an assault, contact the Wooster
City Police at 911 (emergencies) or 330-264-333- 3, or Security at Ext
2590.
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their matchup against MacMurray
(Photo by Caroline Hotra).
On a side note, Wittenberg continues
to slide losing this time to Dayton 41-2- 3.
The preseason ranked number ten
team in the nation according to Sports
Illustrated and favorites to win the
North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) are starting off 0--2. Allegheny
is also 0--2, but at least they took both
their games to overtime. Earlham
College took place in history as the
Quakers downed Manchester College
69-6-2 in the highest scoring game in
Division III history to improve to 1- -1.
last-gasp goal
.1
teams during the conference season
this year. 1
At the time of this edition going to
press, the Scots were locked in a heat-
ed battle " against Calvin College,
ranked 7 in the most recent NSCAA
polls and defending Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic Association
(MIAA) champions. Going into the
second overtime session, the teams
were knotted at 2-- 2, with Wooster's
goals coming courtesy of Conaway
and Mark Ballinger '06. The Scots'
next two games are against Alma, also
a member of the MIAA, on Sept. 17,
and Heidelberg at a weekend tourna-
ment in Tiffin! Ohio. Wooster kicks off
its conference schedule with a home
game against Oberlin College on Sept.
24 at Carl Dale Memorial Field.
Want to cover
Black and Gold
' Sports?
Join the Voice
Sports staff.
Send all applications to
Shabad Thadani, Chris
Sweeney or Michelle .
Erickson.
voicesportswooster.edu.
